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Quiz #7
Does Hooking Up Hurt Young Women?
1. What is hooking up?

2. How is dating different from hooking up?

3. How common is hooking up?

4. Are hookups damaging to women? To men?

5. T/F Young women might be drawn to hooking up because they are focused on
career goals rather than building an intimate relationship.

6. T/F Since 1980 women have outnumbered men on college campuses.

7. According to author Laura Stepp, real relationships do not exist for today's
college students. What do you think?
8. T/F Hooking Up can give women freedom to focus on school and career…and
own their sexuality.
9. Why might women experience casual sex differently from men?

10. T/F People who engage in hooking up are not interested in being in a
committed relationship.
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11. T/F Hooking Up can function as a system for finding relationships.
12. Should there be adult guidance for courtship and mating practices? (e.g. a
version of arranged/assisted marriage)

13. Should males be asking young ladies out on formal dates? (and why are they
not doing this??)

Tinder and the Dawn of the Dating Apocalypse
1. Have you tried Tinder? Do you know someone who uses it?

2. How does the Tinder dating app work?

3. What are the “benefits” of having access to a large pool of nearby potential
dates?

4. Who are “Tinderellas?”
5. What is a “Tinder King?”
6. How has the rise of the Internet brought on a “Dating Apocalypse?”

7. How have dating apps transformed seduction chat?

8. Why do some users experience dating apps as “addicting?”
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9. T/F The abundance of dating options leads men to treat women they meet
via dating apps as options rather than priorities.
10. T/F According to psychologist David Buss, apps like Tinder and OkCupid
have led men to adopt short term mating strategies.
11. Why might short term mating work for women?

12. Why have women made more strides in the public arena than the private
arena? Why might they feel that have so little control over seduction, dating
and mating?

13. How can growing up on Social Media contribute to anxieties about and
inexperience in person-to-person intimacy?

14. Why might men send graphic sexts to women they have never met?

15. Why does Tinder work so well for males who exhibit none of what
evolutionary psychologists considered female mating requirements?

16. Why don’t young males who are successful finding Tinder hookups want to
be in relationships?

17. Why do young women expect young men to treat them better than they do?
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18.Why might a guy using Tinder swipe right on every picture?

19.T/F Women are more likely to have orgasms in uncommitted encounters
than in relationships.
20. How does Tinder satisfy the long-established human appetite for novelty?

21. T/F According to psychologist Christopher Ryan Tinder users are “gorging”
on sexual variety.

